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Abstract

Big data and Machine Learning (ML) systems find numerous applica ons in the healthcare sector

like improving pa ent care, predic ng risk scores etc. One of the main challenges in applying ML

techniques for healthcare applica ons is detec ng and mi ga ng bias. Bias stems from experi-

ments which do not consider complete factors about the data genera ng process or choices made

in the predic ve algorithm, thereby resul ng in solu on techniques which are discrimina ve to

marginalized groups or not achieving the intended usage goal. In this work, we iden fy poten al

causes of bias in healthcare applica ons and discuss direc ons on detec ng and mi ga ng bias

which can ul mately help in crea ng an equitable healthcare system.

Introduction

Machine Learning (ML) techniques are increasingly used in healthcare for various purposes like

medical diagnosis, predic ng healthcare costs etc. It is impera ve that an algorithm deployed

in the healthcare sector makes fair decisions. But machine learning algorithms are vulnerable to

bias and systema c-errors. ML-based systems have been shown to demonstrate bias in various

applica ons like machine transla on [5], image classifica on [19] etc. Socially, bias in an algo-

rithm can be defined as an algorithm being unfair to a sub-group or (un)privileged popula on and

sta s cally, bias can be defined as a devia on from the true distribu on which an es mator is

trying to es mate [15].

Broadly, [16] iden fies two sources of bias in a predic ve system: bias arising from training data

and bias arising from algorithms. Evidence suggests that healthcare systems also demonstrate

these biases [8]. The presence of bias in healthcare systems increases societal dispari es between

(un)privileged groups of popula on and creates alloca on harms. Further, when the biased ma-

chine learning models influence clinical prac ces, it creates an implicit feedback-loop which can

aggravate the issues caused by exis ng bias in the system. In the following sec ons, we highlight

poten al causes of biases in healthcare system and discuss direc ons to mi gate them.

Bias due to data

Machine Learning algorithms are data-driven. They use training data to learn about the pa erns

in a sample and generalize it for the unseen popula on [13]. Thus, the quality of the predic ons

are ghtly coupled to the quality of training data. When the underlying training data is biased, the

algorithms trained on it will learn the biases present in training data along with the data pa erns

and reflect the same in their predic ons.

Representa on Bias

Most samples of data used in machine learning systems are drawn en rely from western, edu-

cated, industrialized, rich and democra c socie es [9], thereby not representa ve of the human

popula on as a whole. When the sample is skewed over a par cular subgroup or when it does

not cover the target popula on adequately, the arising bias is known as representa on bias and

the pa erns learnt using such data will produce skewed outcomes. The lack/presence of too

few/many healthy individuals in the dataset can also cause representa ve bias [6].

In [23], the authors found that an image classifica on model to detect pneumonia from chest

X-rays trained on one sample failed to generalize to an another sample. Similarly, [20] discov-

ered that pulse oximeters which measure blood oxygen satura on level by sending infrared light

through the skin are racially biased because they were calibrated using white popula on. To as-

sess the generalizability of the predic ve model, [14] tested the model on pa ent samples from

different popula ons, thereby building a model robust to representa onal bias.

Observa onal Error Bias

Observa onal error biases are seldom discussed when studying bias in machine learning algo-

rithms. Observa onal error occurs when the measured values of a quan ty differs from its true

value due to calibra on error or measuring device inaccuracies [1]. They manifest in predic ve

models as observa onal bias. For example, an inaccurate measure of blood cholesterol level due

to faulty measuring equipment can cause observa onal error bias in the predic ve model.

Missing Variable Bias

Missing variable bias are bias which occur due to loss of informa on caused bymissing data points

or other relevant variables [11] in the training data. As healthcare system generates lot of data

[12], it is easy to miss out some important and relevant features for the problem in hand. To

compare treatments or to find effect of an interven on, a healthcare researcher must take into

account many different variables like treatments administered, comorbidi es etc. O en, these

variables are hard to collect and some mes they remain missing, resul ng in missing variable bias

[22]. Another source of missing variables in healthcare records is the different level of access,

prac ce or recording by pa ents and physicians. For example, healthcare records from a hospital

can miss a diagnos c result as the hospital may be lacking in the laboratory equipment required

to make the diagnosis [7].

In [4], a predic ve model learns that having asthma as a precondi on lowers the risk of dying from

pneumonia. Analysis by the authors revealed that pa ents who had a history of asthma who also

had pneumonia were directly admi ed to ICU units and received aggressive care and hence they

had lower risk of dying. If an addi onal variable to account for the level of care had been included,

the model may instead have found that having asthma increases the risk of death. Hence, it is

important to know about the missing variables like confounding factors and incorporate them into

the predic ve model.

Bias Due to Algorithm

Bias due to algorithms are bias caused by the algorithm itself and not by the training data [2].

Algorithms can produce biased outcomes due to choices made during training and other design

choices of the algorithm. In the following subsec on, we discuss two such biases which can occur

in healthcare systems - measurement bias and learning bias.

Measurement Bias

Measurement bias are biases which are due to how we choose, collect or compute variables and

labels used in predic ve models [21]. In predic ve models, it is common to use proxy variables

as targets when ideal targets are not directly measurable or unavailable, like creditworthiness of a

loan applicant, risk score of pa ents. The use of proxy turns problema c when the proxy is not a

proper measure of the ideal target. In [17], the authors showed that when future healthcare costs

is used as a proxy to predict future healthcare needs of a pa ent, Black pa ents assigned the

same level of predicted risks by the algorithm were more sicker than White pa ents. The root

cause of the bias is the wrong design choice of the target variable - future healthcare costs in the

algorithm design. Since the black people faced more barriers to access healthcare historically,

less money was spent on their healthcare needs and they generated lower healthcare costs

even though they were more sick than white pa ents. If the design had focused on the right

target variable which in this case is the illness of a pa ent, the predic ve model would have

been more equitable.

Learning Bias

The bias arising out of modeling choices like architecture, hyper-parameters, op mizer, and

objec ve func on is called as learning bias [10]. For example, it is well-known that a model

which overfits to capture the regulari es in the training data fails to generalize well to unseen

data.

Conclusion

Given the overwhelming poten al impact of AI applica ons in healthcare and the impact on hu-

man welfare which it creates, the cost of deploying biased predic ve models is very high. In this

work, we explored different types of bias which can creep into the healthcare system. We fur-

ther showed examples of bias and poten al harm which they can cause. One way to realize the

promise of machine learning in the healthcare system is to improve the quality of data but o en

ge ng quality data is hard. To this end, in the future work, we aim to study different techniques

by which bias in a machine learning models can be detected and resolved. We believe that build-

ing more explainable machine learning models and imbibing ideas from causality theory can play

a big role in improving challenges presented by bias in the healthcare applica ons of machine

learning. For example, causal analysis can help in controlling for confounding factors, bias due to

representa on [3], problems arising from missing data [18] etc.
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